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3
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4
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5
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'I DAV/bc I PR0CEEDIAGS
2 MR. VAN VLIET The purpose of this af ternoon's

3 meeting, as I understand it, is to listen to a GPU'

4 presentation discussing their interpretation or their

5 approach to the graded aoproach to quality assurance. I

6 understand there may be some focus also on the terms and

? definitions important to saf e ty. That's about the extent of
d my knowledge. The maeting was arranged at GPU's request.

9- -And, i think, at this point, we will let GPM proceed.

10 MR. THORPE: Ray, do you want to go ahead now?

Il MR. GER'4/.NN: As I said before, my name is 9ay

12 Germann. I-work in the Nuclear Safety Assessments

13~ De partment f or GPU . Nuclear. What I'd like to do is give a
t-

14 little clarification on the purpose of the naeting. I

15 think. We're' here to discuss a program that we've been

16 working on for about a year and a half, and we are here to

17 solicit your reaction. It's e program tha t's not' in p' lace

18 yet, but that we hava spent a significant effort on.

19 de _ are at a point where we think we would like to >
,

-20 get some reaction. from you with respect to this orogram.
,

21! 3ssically, I'm going to f ocus more on the sof tware rather

22 than raising the issue of nuclear saf ety-relat'd ande

c 23_ important to nuclear saf ety with respect to hardware. .i e
w.

24 have accepted and suoported the f act th9t there is a set , .a

25 subset of nonnuclear saf ety-related aquipment that naeds

-
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|- DAV/bc I some special treatment. We are rfolng that in our QA

2 program.

3 Rhile you will see some connection between the
,

4 sof tware aspect and the hardware the purpose, again, is not

5 to discuss the specifics of hardware, ITNS is our issue.
.

6 What I'm going to do is give en overview of this

7 entire issue at GPU and we're addressing it focusing it on

8 the sof tware , what we've done and where we are i discuss a

V little bit of our nuclear saf ety evaluation and review

10 program at GPU Nuclear, which is a little hit di ff erent than

.11 the standard industry pork plant operating review committee

12 process of nuclear saf ety review, and then discuss with you

13 some of the specifics of a document classification progran

-'' 14 instrument that we have evolved to a point that I'll now

15 show you. Finally,. to discuss a little bit of what we

16 perceive to be the conclusions and the advantages of this

.17 program, and have some discussion and ge t your ' reaction

:18 about this activity.
,

19 MR. ANXRUM: Let me Interject with a question that
,

20 I would like oto focus e little more on the ourpose, not only

'21 of the m=e ting but of what you're doing. You are co ,mitted.

22 to have a system that deals with a broeder , or.a second, or

23 maybe a third: category of. equipment other than
.

"
24 safety-related.

25 MR . GERMANN: Co rr e c t . .

.

L w 9 .e,n' e- o~r r w*"~= =r
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I DAV/bc 1 MR. ANKRUM: rihich may he unique among many of the

2 plants right now, but you do have that commitment at this
3 time.

.-

4 MR. GERMANN: That's correc t.
5 MR. ANKRUM This system that you were describing ,

6. is the method that you are proposing to use to satisfy that
7 co mmitment .

d MR. GERMANN: No, I wculdn't characterize it as

9 that.

10 MR. WHITESEL: That commitment can be satisfied.
.

II Ted, whether- this project goes forward or not. This has to

12 do with the quality classification.

13 (Sli de . )
-s 14 MR. GERMANN: Let me try to clarify if I can a

15 li ttle bit that question. I usually try-to do that by using

16 the first slide. In our perception there are - really two -

17 questions, the issue of importance to safety and nuclear

18 s a f e ty-r e l at ed.

19 One of them is the question with respect to the

20 hardware. This-is nuclear saf ety-related at GPU.1 before the

21 TMI-2 accident.

22 SThe other question is with respect to the
23 paperwork, all the paperwork -that drives the entire orocess -

'' 24 for the nuclear power plant. So, below this line, es I go

25 through this sid to try to give you 'some introduction to

-

6
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I DAV/oc I the program, l's everything concerning sof tware. Above this
2 line, everything pertains to hardware. And I'll tal k about

3 the programs that we have in both of these areas but we're-

4 here today to bounce off of you the program that we've
,

5 invested some time in with respect te. the sof tware.

6 We already are committed, as Ted said, to a

7 program which recognizes that there is a subset of

8 nonnuclear saf ety-related equipment that requires some
9 special treatment. We're commi tted to tha t. And you will,

10 see that we are upgrading even that commitment.

Il But, the purpose today is really not to discuss

12 the details, as much as we might like to in some respects,
13 of this program. The purpose really is to f ocus down here

' ''
14 and sort of bounce off of you the concepts as we see them

15 relating from the sof tware to .the hardware. So that's what

16 l'm going to try to do.

17 Ne can spend an awful lot of time on the hardwa,re,
18. I know, but that isn't 'the purpose-of this meeting.
19 So,this I . have already discu ssed. This is how we did it at

20 GPU Nuclear before the accident in '79, classical ~ pork
21 review. We had the plant operating rev1w committee and

22 basically everything which had anything to do with saf ety
23- funneled through that _ group -of ' experienced, te chni ca lly -

''
24 bright people at the plant :who reviewed it.

25 And, again, we had the hardware, de had ei ther

*

.

~ ~ ~, e ,. ,--, , _ , , , , - . , -- _ . ~ , _ _ e ,7,- .,,c - -r- ,, -m-
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1 DAV/bc 1 nuclear safety-related or it wasn't nuclear safety-related.,

2 Subsequent to the accident there was this recognition within
J ~GPU that there was in fact more to the ballgame in the

,

4 hardware area than just nuclear safety-related or not

5 nuclear safety-related.
.,

6 And what evolved-was a systems level -- systems,

7 level now, not component level bJt s systems level graded
8 approach to addressing the equipment, the hardware

9 associated with the nuclear plant. We have identified four
'

10 categories, four levels of gradation in our systems level

.11 approach - to the hardware. ,and have been operating under _ that

12 philosophy for some . tine.

la In parallel. with the recognition of that

'' -14 particular point, with respect to the hardware there was a

15 recognition and some of it was based on suggestions from the
4

16 Kimeny Report.- that the pork was really overloaded.
,

[ 17 dhat evolved from that was a dif ferent saf ety

18 review process from the classical ~ pork review process, and+

.

19 I'm going to discuss this a little' bit later on.

f

20 Subsequent.to that, in . a bou t 198 2, I gue ss, late

21 'd2 we realized that the definition of "imoortant to safety

22 f or sof tware", we could improve on that trom our

23 perception. -If we could f ocus on that a little bit be tter.

'#
24 we'd be better. able to channel the resources that we had
25 into reviewing those things that really were important to

-
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1 DAV/bc 1 safety. Not the category 'important to saf ety hit an

2 aJJectival description In the sof tware area. An Important-

3 To Saf ety ITS sof tware working group was established. This

4 consisted of people from most of the divisions, all the

5 technical divisions in the company, to struggle with this'

6 question of what the heck does ITS mean with respect to

7 software.

8 This activity spawned another activity, which was

9 the ITS hardware working group, which took a look at the

10 kinds of things that we had been doing, alre ady

11 scknowledging a graded soproach, and a subset of equipment.

12 not NSR, that needed special ~ treatment. What were we doing

13 there and'could we improve it?

s_- 14 W5'at has happened with respect to that is the
'

15 recommendation was that we felt we needed to go to the

16 component level, not just the systems level, in our graded.

17 approach on the hardware. But, to the component level for

18 the qu'ality classification list for hardware, and w= are in

19 the proce ss of doing that. That's not something that's

20 going to be done next month. The '85 time frame for T'AI-l is

21 something that the engineering departnent is talking about

22 but we are committed and have embarked on that, area. Ne are

23 going to go to a component level quality classification list

N-- 24 in a _ graded f ashion, much as we have for the systems.

25' Down here, we have evolved away from the emotional .

_____ _ _ _ __ .._ __ _- _ ._. _ _ _ _
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1 DAV/bc I issue -- description. I should say -- of important to

2 safety, and evolved to what we call the document

3 classification proce ss.

4 The expectation is that the combination of these

S two things will give us a consistent complementary nuclear
6 safety classification system for both the hardware and for

7 the paperware, the sof tware, all of those things -- the
8 procedures, all the paperwork that drives the plan.

9 With that background, as I said, I wanted to f ocus

| 10 on the sof tware aspects. I'll discuss a little 51t about

.11 the safety review process and then discuss the document

12 classification process a little more particularly.

13 MR. ANK9UM: Excuse me. I want to get a framework

s- 14 in which I can put what I'm hearing. Let's presume that you

15 complete the work that you're doing and you decide that

16 you're going to implement it . What f orm would that
17 implementation take? Would you rely on your quality-

18 assurance program plan to incorporate this?

19 MR. GERMANNs Yes.

20 MR. ANK9UM: That's the ultimate , then , place

21 where it will come to us in a form in which ve have to react
22 to it then.

.

l- 23 MR. GERMANN: Yes.

%J 24 M9. ANK9UM: That's what I wanted to find out.
25 What's the context?

!

|

|

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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1 DAV/bc I MR. NHITESEL: If it has to haopen. That's where

2 we stayed pretty ;close to Nick Kazantis. We have his people

J working with us on this.

4- MR. GERMANN: There's no question that were we to

5 implement this there would be some revision to the Q&A plan,

6 but we don't perceive there's going to be any change in what

7 is in OA scope , the kinds of things that they do now. The

8 hasic change , as I- perceive it, would be right now that the

9 terminology ITS, or important to safety, is replete

10 throughout our operational QA plan. The task would be to

.11 take that terminology out of the QA plan, keep the OA scope

12 and the functioning essentially where they are now and tnis

IJ is Nick's perception, too, Nick Kazantis. So that would be .

.

14 the change.s-

15 I don't want to make that too small. It's a

16 significant change. But I do want to emphasize that it's
.

.37 not our intent to change the scope of the OA things that

'18 we're doing.

19 MR. SPRAULs So you're saying the QA organization

20 would be involved with thN items that are safety-related,

21 and the other controls', you would be ' applying whatever they

22 may be , that you're going to tell us about , would be applied

23 to ' these items that have some special treatment, require -

24 some special treatment but are not saf ety-rel'ated?%-

25 MR. GERMANN: Our Q&A program right now aoplies to

t

L:
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'l 'DAV/bc I more than nuclear safety-related. It applies, in addition

2 to the subset, to the nuclear safe ty-related category. We

3 alre ady have OA applying to a subset of non-NSR equipment.

' 4 and -have com.mitted and acknowledged that that exists.

5 Tnat's ' embodied in the whole question of ITS source. That's
.

6 NSR.

7 We have acknowledged that subset exists.

8 MR. SPRAUL That subset includes more than fire

9 protection and the things we've provided specific guidance

10 on from the Commiscion, true?

Il- J4R. GERMANN: Again, I don't know all- the specific

12 things that you have in mind. It's more than fire

13- pro tec tion.

Ns 14 MR. SPRA'ULs Fire protection, rad wasto.

15 MR . GERM ANN: Security systems?

16 MR. - SPRAULs Yes, it goes beyond that. I t goes

17 into the hardware, beyond thnse three - the hardware related

18 and safety related.

?9 MR. GERMANN: It goes beyond that but I think the

20 intent is pretty close to that for the expended area outside

21 of NSR. And that pretty closely covers the current

22 perception.

23 (Slide.)

24 How that. comes down with respect to the effort''

25' that's now going on, and this will be a key question, in the
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~l DAV/bc I component level OCL activity with respect to the hardware.

2 tnat's a separate question, I think. What exactly? Are
.

3 things going to change with respect to the current
-

4 designated supplemented material that we do things on in QA

5 outside the NSR?

6 MR. SPRAUL That's a good question.

7 MR. GERMANN That's going to be answered in this

8 ac tivity . This activity is coupled to that.
,

9 MR. SPRAUL But you're not _ going to dis euss that

10 today?

.11 MR. GERMANN: Right, I'm not going to discuss

12 that.
*

13 MR. ANKRUM Now to what extent do you believe
_

A- 14 that the things we are discussing today exist in the form of
'

15 a regulatory requirement? And to what extent do the

16 things you're discussing represent what you believe to be

17 good administrative practices rather than a regulatory

18 requirement? And what regulatory requirement do you think

19 you're operatirn ur. der, if you do believe there is one?

f

i 20 MR. WHITESEL: Let me try that one. It's that

'21 discrimination that we're trying to make. What is it? 'And

22 Ray is going to get to this. But how do you discriminate
;

23 between good administrative practices, something you would
I

! *s 24 put inside a graded quality assurance program and something

( 25 that you give a special treatment because of its safety

l

|
|

L.
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i DAV/bc 1 impor tance ? And put that on a- fundamental basis ;

2 understandable by many people throughout the companies, the
!

3 thrust of where he's coming from. We are intending,
.

4 however, to maintain all current regulatory commitments,

5 unchanged, just change the ov erload..,

.

6 MR. ANKRUM: So, in my simple-minded kind of

7 viewpoint of this thing, what we're talking about today is

8 .the way that you are going to use to decide what you have

9 regulatory requirements on and what you are going to deal

10 with in some other f ashion. Where do you draw the line?
,

11 MR. WHITESEL: And how we deal with those things,

12 we haven't regulatory requirements on. de might handle that

13 whole -- that whole batch of things gets handled diff erently

A- 14 depending upon what wasn't specifically dealt .with.

15 MR. ANKRUM: Okay.

16 MR. GERMANN: We'll get back to some of these

17 subjects as we proceed down and as we get to conclusions,

18 and then into the discussion ~ area.

19 (Slide.)

20 The second thing that I had indicated I was going

21 to try to give some discussion on was the safety review
,

22 process that we have. Some of .you may already. be f amiliar

23 with this, but I just want to. take- a mintue or two to talk

4- 24 about it for perhaps those who aren't quite as f amiliar.
.

25 In our process, that evolved, as I say, after the

. - _ . _ - _ - . . . , . ._ . .
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'I DAV/bc I '79 accident, it was developed by senior management and it

2 defines how important saf e ty procedure s and changes, tech

3 specs, and everything else, is originated, reviewed,
s-

4 approved and implemented.

5 This is what the safey review process does.
'

6 Motivations for going to this method of safety evaluation

'

7 and review and independent saf ety review rather than keeping
,

8 it in the old pork proce ss are indicated also up here. The

9 new process emphasizes the responsibilities of functional

10 organizations -- GPUN was reorganized into a functional

.11 organization subsequent to the accident.

12 This particular review process emphasizes and,

13 meshes well with that functional reorganization. We wanted
,

s. 14 to have the knowledge and responsibility closer to the

15 actual action. And, by this , I mean, one of the f undamental

16 diff erences between the pork process and the safety review

17 process is that we're trying to cultivate with this process

18 an awareness of the nuclear safey responsibility f or the

19 individual actually involved in the activity, and an

20 acceptance by that individual of that responsibility for the

I 21 nuclear safety function.

22 In the pork thing, our perception wa,s it was a

2J- committee kind of thing that could be accepted by the people
N- 24 that were there. It was a committee resonsibility and it

25 wasn't a strongly perceived accountability f or nuclear

. - . . -... _ -__ _._ _ -. .. -
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1 DAV/bc I sa fe ty . We're trying - to f ocus thi s very spe ci fi cally on

2 individuals, not in a finger-pointing way. but in a way to
3 help understand that they have the responsibility and to get.;

.

4 them to accept it.
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i DAVbw I We assign the review activity to the responsible

2 functional organization within GPUN. Another motivation is

3 better utilization of the nuclear plcnt staff resource. So

4 -- our plant engineering director, the chief engineer type

5 person, the ops guy, weren't spending an inordinats amount

6 of time in PORC meetings, but they could be out in the field

7 with- the equipment and peopla they manage, spending more

8 time in that function in-a nuclear safety review function.

9 So these were the mot,1vations to go to the process

10 that we now have in place and have been using for sometime.

11 And that this important to saf ety extension would be only sn

12 ' extension of a process that we are already using and has

13 been approved, the saf ety review process. *

14 In the safety review process, one of the key--

IS questions that's asked for sof tware now is , is this thing

16 ITS7 We went through this whole e ffort on ITS software,

17 which we're now calling the document classification process,

13 Secause we were having some internal differences over

19 whether the particular docu~.snts were important to safety or

20 not, and therefore, had to have a saf ety evaluation and a

21 sa fety review, an . independent safety review.

22 We were having some difficulties in interpreting

23 the NRC definition of ITS and aoplying it in the sof tware

'' 24 ares. de were ge tting ourselves in a place that we thought
25 was overclassification of the documents. If there was any.

.

.
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1 DAVbw I question, it went to ITS It was ITS, and we began to.

2- wonder.whether the allocation of resources was then

,

appropriate, if we really were expending our resources on3
*

4 truly nuclear safety important things, because all-inclusive

5 is not necessarily nuclear saf ety conservatism. If you

6 include everything, it's not necessarily the most

7 conservative thing to do, because if you sanctify the

8 tr ivi a , then everything can become trivia.

9 So we began really asking ourselves the question

-10 about discrimination on the reviews that we were giving to
'

.11 the various documents. So we embarked on this document

-12 classification process to eliminate the arguments and the

13 questions about what - box it should go in. Should it go in

14 the ITS box or in the not-ITS box, and instead, try to focus\'

15 our resources on what we- ought to be doing with the

15 document , how should we he proce ssing it. Did this document

17 require- a saf ety evaluation and-safety review? Does it

18 require a OA overview, or does it raquire none of this?

19 That's what we did in embarking on this. eff ort in

20 the document classification process.

21 (Sl ide . )

22- This is a summary of the activities in this

2a process. rie ' ve de vo te d, as I said, a significant effort to

24 this.. I was guessing, you know. I don't know, somewhere in'#

.

the neighborhood of a couple of thousand m an-hours, maybe25

.
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2 'DAVbw I more , on this whole e f fort. Really a tough issue in the

2 - sof tware .

J We started in March of '83. de completed a final,,

4 report, both in the hardware QCL group and the ITS sof tware

5 group. Comple ted the final report. In the sof tware area,

6 we had a recommended alternative methodology for determining

7 Importance to safety sof tware.

8 In January of this year, we comple ted a refined

9 version of the methodology. In March, we comple ted two

10 pilot programs where we ran a number of documents through

11 the instrument we had created, to determine whether

12- something was going to get a safety review or was important

IJ to safety. We ran two separate progrecs to test the

''
14 instrument in March. In May, we completed a draf t of an

15 implementing procedure, which we have subsequently

-16 circulated inte'rnally, and are in the process of the 8th

17 revision to the procedure. And we have a meeting next week

18 to discuss the status of this activity also.

19 So then I'm going to talk a little bit about the

20 specifics of the instrument that we have evolved for the

21 software. As I Indicated, we had some pilot programs, and

22 we had an implementation schedule, which I'm not going to

23 put up specifically, because it doesn't have any real
''

24 meaning for this particular meeting.

25 So the first thing was, we developed -- this is

- -. .-- ,
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i DAVbw 1 it.

2 (Sl ide. )

3 - You'll be ge tting copies of all this information.
. . .

4 It will have the specific data in there, but I've lef t it

5 ou t, because I want to try, for the purposes of this *

6 pr esen ta tion , to focus on the key concepts and directions.
'

7 as we went through. The 'first thing was, we were asking the
8 question. is this thing. ITS. is the document ITS. or is the

9 document not ITS? And we didn't even thing about calling
'

10 this thing the document classification process at this

11 tius. We were still in the domain of ITS, not ITS. It took

12 us A very long time to actually get over that hump and

IJ *esi(re that we had to get away from i t. i1e had t o call it
'

'- 14 something else, because, of course, everything is important
.

15, to safety.

16 We-were developing guidelines for determining ITS
~

17 at this stage of the evolution of the instrument. We

IS decided there just wasn't enough-discrimination in the two

I
19 questions. Is it ITS cc is it not ITS? For a whole lot of

20 reasons, we. didn't have t Se definition cle ar enough in our "

,

21 own minds, and that particular set of questions did not

22 discriminate enough, in our perceotion, on the. documents

23L thet we needed discrimination of-to help us channel our

'~' '24 re source s.

25 So we focused from here on the required process.
!

'

1
,

'

|

|
|

|
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3 DAVbw 'l (S lide . )

-2 Again, I've blacked everything out, and you'll be

" J- ge tting, as I said, the full text of this, but I'm trying

4 again to focus on the key concepts in the process rather

5 than get us embroiled in the details of the process, because-

6 there's terms. In there that you snd I could discuss the

7 definitions of for the rest of the af ternoon.

8 Ne hed a lot of time spent in evolving the text

9. that's in here, and what you will have has an accompanying-

10 set of definitions for the text that's in here. But let me

.11 focus, if I may, again on the process. In the one case, we

12 asked, is it ITS or NITS for the sof tware. In this case, wo4

IJ ask, what do we do with it? We've got thi s document. What

.,14 do we do w.ith it? What kind of a review does it get? How,_

'
15 much resource are we coing to commit to it? Should ' QA be

'16 bothering with It? Does i t. go throJgh the saf ety review

17 process, and is in = 0A scope -- ;is everything that goes.

IS through .the, safety. review process . automatically in QA

19. scope.
,

2:) Another level, is it in OA scope , but it doesn't --

j!! go through the -saf ety review proce ss? So the QA scope is-

- 22 . broader than just the safety review process. {}rdoesit
23 .notL go through .the saf ety review process, and it is not in,
24 -3A scope? This doesn't mean it's not important, it justse

-25 means that this will be. handled by our normal management

26 review activity, and we wouldn't overlay the OA on it and
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I DAVbw I overlay the safety evaluation safety review on it.

2 So this where we ended up, thus far in the

3 process with respect to determining what resource we're -

v

4 going to conmit to the review of the sof twsre.

5 MR. PARTLOWs Excuse me. My last look at this

6 .goes back to Uni t 2 in March of '84, with the perf ormance

7 appraisal team inspection. Now, refreshing myself here for

8 a minute, at that time , they described to me three

9 classifications 8 safety-related, import ant to saf ety and

10 no t import ant. to saf ety. And then everything at that time

11 that was classified as either safe ty-related or important to

12 safety went through the review function, ' called.the safety

13 review group.

\- 14 A f ull-time, not a committee , not a part-time, but

15 a fu l l-t ime c o mm i tt ee -- now I 'm g e tt i ng c on f u se d. Is this

16 since we took that look, or is this the same look?

17 MR. GERMANN: The process I'm describing right now

13 'vould not be applied to the TMI 2 plant. Okay? They

IP ha ve ---

'20 MR. PARTLO.f They are diff erent ?

'

21 MR. GERMANN: Right. There's a significant amount

22 of difference in the status of that plant versus the other

2J _ plants. That we . don't think the perception was that if we

'" 24 were to change over all the mechanics and elbow gresse and

25 everything else required to change over to this thing at

. _ _
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.- 2 _ DAVbw I this time, it doesn't make sense to us in our current

2 t51nking.

J MR. WHITESEL : For TMI 2.

4 MR. GERMANN: Right. They c ame all along with us

5 through this process up until about six months ago. At one

6 of our meetings, we talked about this at great length, and

7 we decided, hey, all the e ffort and everything that would be

8 required for you to get completely new 0 lists and all the

9 designations on the sof tw'are classifications and everything,

10 it just doesn't make sense to commit that kind of resource

11 the way the thing is evolving, and we should proceed with

12 what we have in place there now.

13 So that's our current thinking.

w- ' 14 MR. PARTLud You're describing a diff erent
,

15 process ter Unit 1.

16 MR. GERMANN: And Oyster Creek.

17 MR. PARTLOWs So f orge t what I_ know about Unit- 2's

18 - ssfety review function.

19 MR. GER'4 ANN: That's basically r ight. In de tail,

20 that's right.

21 MR. MILH3AN8 I'm not sure that you can forget

22 about that, because I think, were you not aaplying the

23 three-level _ system at T'4I I in the review process prior to -

'' 24 changing to your new document classification system.

25 iT.por t an t to saf ety-related and non-safety related.

_ . _ _
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1 DAVbw I MR. WHITESEL: That's true nowl right?

2 MR. NELSON: We don't really distinguish in our

J document classification system between nuclear
..

4 safe ty-related versus a lower subset important to safety.
5 Lie consider the larger set, important to saf ety, encompasses
6 nuclear safety-related. Therefore , if we call something

7 ITS, we don't worry whether it's nuclear saf ety-related or

8 simply important to safety. It's all handled the same way.

9 It goes through the safety review process.

10 MR. ANKRU'A s So this does have the thr ee

11 categories you're thinking of. It's just that when they-

12 say "important to safety," it includes both categories, the,

13 subset as well as the larger.

's- 14 MR . GER?4 ANN: That's correc t.

15 MR. PARTLO,18 So rry.

16 MR. GER 4 ANN: Again, the intent here was to try to-

17 f ocus on the concepts with. respect to the sof tware and get

18 away f rom the troublesome designation of "important to

19 safety."

20 (Sli de . )

21 MR. MILHOANs Excuse me just a moment. Are you

22 going to give us an example of a document that.would go

2J. through those three diff erent systems? Do you have

N 24 examples? You've described three dif f erent ways a document

23 would go througn the proce ss. Have you got - an example of

_
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1 DAVbw 'I a document that you can glve us or documents?

2 MR. GER4 ANN: I don't have a specific example, I

J guess, we've reviewed in the pilot programs that we've gone
m

4 through. In one of them , we t ook 64 dif f erent documents ,

5 mostly administrative-type documents, because those are the

6 toughest. If you take the operating procedures. When you

7 see the instrunent with its fell text, you'll see that the

8 things that are operating procedures and are associated with

9 the graded hardware that we have, the four levels, they

10 au tomatically get safety-reviewed.

11 1' &> ~ the operating procedures, there's hardly any

12 discrimination. The administrative procedures is where we

13 have found the ' difficulties in getting agreement on whether

14 the th'ing should have a safety evaluation and a' safety~-

15 review.

16 I didn't bring anything along which specifically

17 gives the dacuments, and I don't know if you could be of any

13 help there in your memory of the types of documents that we

19 reviewed, and one didn't get a saf ety review, and it did,

20 others did.

21 MR. nHITE5EL : A good ex ample of one that wouldn't
~

22 make it is the expense a ccount procedure. That's a trivial

2J example, but that's clearly something that's just going to

\' 24 Se handled by the administrative.

25 '/R. GER'4 ANN: It's probably not a good example ,

D

.

h

s
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1 DAVbw I because there's a whole lot of things that are much less

.! fshvlous than that, that one really needs to look at, when
J you're looking at the procedures.

m.

* MR. NELSON: From my recollection of our review of

5 these examples, I think I could give some brief examples and,

1

6 give you an idea of what we're talking about.

7 For example, en administrative type procedure.
S which by this classification that it would go through'the

9. safety review process, would be, f or e xample , our procedure

10 on conduct of operations, bypass a jumper and lift the lead

il control. That type of thing would go through the safety

12 review process. Again, a trivial example of one which would

la not would be expense reports or expense accounts. One that

14 we determined would not go through the saf ety review processs-

15 but would be within the OA scope, would Se our procedure f or

16 special nuclear material control, which, in f act, does not

17 really control any special nuclear material. It's a

18 paperwork accounting system, which it simply tracks what it

Iv is we have.'

,

20 MR. GER'.t ANN: I think this points up to one of the

L 21 i ssues, why we want to do this.

22 Special nuclear material. Right away, that rings

23 -in somebody's mind -- that ought to have a saf ety

s- 24 evaluation, you know.

25 So we were confronted with the s ame kind of
.

.

p ,. m eme o-
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3 DAVbw I problem, and that's why we have taken the effort to genarate2

2 this, because we asked ourselves, are we really ge tting any
J .value added by doing a saf ety evaluation on this procedure,

s.

4 that off the top of one's head should be ITS, whatever that

5 is, and should have a safety evaluation. And we said, no,

6 we're not. 11e're not ge tting any value added there.

7 So we're going to bite the bulle t and we're going
8 to say why that procedure doesn't have to ga through this

9 whole process and ge t the resource devoted to it that we do

10 devote to it. '

11 Again, I didn't bring a whole se t of examples. I

12 wish I had. Je did this thing, by the way, a long time

IJ ago. It was a long time ago, when we did the last pilot

14 test, pilot program.s,

15 MR. ANKRUM8 A housekeeping questiori.

16 We've been using the term " document" a lot, and

17 there's becoming apparent, some confusion' with that term and

Id the term " record."

19 Ha've you considered if there is any diff erence in

20 your mind between document and record?

-21 MR. GER:4A:JN We have run across, stum51ed over
.

1

22 this thing for a long time, and the issue of what is a

23 document was still one of the key things tha t we h adn' t --

24 that we had a basic resolution to up until about three weeksss

25 ago. What we did with the document is, we have a very

_ _. __ ____ . - . _ _ . , _ _ _ . -
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I DAVhw I specific definition of a document non attached to the

2 ' implemented procedure as It's evolved and a list that's

' 3 attached also to that procedure which describes the specific
4 document. Bill, doesn't it?

5 MR . SCHM AU SS : Bill Schmauss. GPU."

6 We expended a great deal of effort in defining
7 specifically what a document was and how it would be treated

d by this pr ocess, and I think the question has been raised

9 here, in terms of a record. What we're doing here would

10 classify a record one way or another, but in no way
11- redefines how it would be stored, preserved and kept for the

12 life of the license or however many years -- if that was the

13 point of your question.
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~1 'DAV/bc I M9. GERMANN8 oe have specifically addre ssed the

J question. We have a specific definition of a document and a

J specific definition of record, which is identified in
_

4 several of our orocedures. So we have recognized the

5 problem and have an evolving solution, because it's not

$ something that the first thing tha t you come out with is

7 that's the end of it.

8 The question of a document was long and e painful
9 kind of -thing to come to a definition that we would grab

10 everything we needed to grab, and have it specific enough
.11 that people could use it'but not try to identify every

12 single thing - that one could think of..

la So the answer is we have addressed it and we have
14 a specific difference between the two. Ok ay , these are sones,

15. of the advantage s that we perceive from going through this
16 thing. It provides .a method for a logical systematic,

17 technically-oriented decision-on what to do, or how 'to

la- process a document.
.

19. I want to emphasize the technically-oriented.

20 This was the charge that we had from our management. The

21 first thing was it made technical sense. And so that's what
22 we 've done . The document classi fication proce ss svoids

23 unnecessary elevation of document classifications. In

24 .another way, it orovides what we f elt was a needed,,

25 discrimination.

1

E
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I DAV/bc I I wanted to say something that I think is ,

2 impor t ant that I forgot to say. That is that this is en

J evolving i tem. We f eel we can come to an ultimate agreement
%*

4 with the NRC on this thing. We're seeking comments from you

6 at this sort of Informal stage, at the f ornJlation stage.

6 de don't have total uninimity inhouse on the program. It's

7 not something we have total closure on yet , where we're

d ready to iqalement tomorrow.

0 One of the open questions was the NRC posture and

10 response to the general flavor and the general idea of the

11 program. That's why we're here now in this formulations we

12 wanted to get some reaction from-you.,

13 BJt I wanted to communicate to you that it has

x- 14 been a tough i ssue. We spent a lot of time ~on it and we

16 don't have total uninimity inhouse on it. So what I'm

16 presenting to you is a concensus kind of thing at this time

17 with still the dialogue evolving. But- I want to emphasize

18 age.in we f eel like we could come to an ultimate agreement

19- with the NRC on this thing, and we want to see if you feel

20 that way also.

21 The bases of the document classification proce ss

22 are consistent with all the current regulatory requirements
,

23 and commitments. Our perception is we don't need a tech

24 spec change. It doesn't change the sense to which the QA--

26 program aoplies, which is what I tried to say before.

i

I

>
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'l DAV/bc I We need to make some changes to the old QA plan,

2 Sut it's not going to change the extent to which the OA

- 3 program applies. It provides a natural coupling to the
4 . hardware classification gradad aoproach that we have with

5 the QCL right now at the systems level, and going into the
6 component level.

7 It provides a natural coupling betwaen the

d hardware based effort and the sof tware that drives it. The

V . DCP is coupled with the graded hard.vare cl assification and

10 as already have some signs of it that the design engineers,
11 who are sctually working with the equipment and have to

12- specify what QA is required for what particular equipments
IJ the whole question of focusing on the safe ty function, the

s- 14 classification of the sof tware which drives it, the whole

15- funnel and focus of the safety effort. we perceive, is
.

16 helping the design engineers in specification of QA

17 requirements and has a bigger potential to really help in
IS laying out very specific OA requirements on hardware.

IV So we think that is also an advantage of the
20 system as we see it.

21 !G . PARTL0rl8 On Bulletin 4, I'm confused again.

22 .It does not change the extent to which the G A progran
2h currently aoplies. The 3A program currently applies to 'the

N- 24 hroad class of equipment which we would call important to,

26 safety.

.
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I DAV/bc l MR . GER A A flN 8 ' Corre c t.

2 4:7. PARTLO;18 It covers all 'of that?

3 MR . GERM ANN: Correct.
-

-4 4R. SCHM AUSS 8 I think you might add to that

S response that we have other levels of equipment that QA

6 applies to that are outside of the ITS category. That's

7 where we're addressing it here. I t's a st ep removed f rom

8 ITS.

v. - ' MR. GILRAY: In regard to the QA program, design

10 control is involved. You're giving up though the saf e ty

.11 review f or certain items important to safety but not-

12 . sa fe ty-r e l at e d . Isn't that the crux of it?

13- T1. TriORPE tio .

14 1R.-GERMANN8 .I 'm sorry, could you restate that?-

15 4R. GILRAY . When you hit an item important to

16 safe ty, you are making a decision of whether it gets. a

.17 safety reviw or not.

18 MR. WHITESEL8 Something that is now important to
i

19 safety gets - a saf ety reviews that's' the key. This may lead

20 us to say some things that we previously-considered
.

l .21 inportant to .saf e ty may not ought to be. But we would have

22 some ' logical basis for that and we would e xoect to discuss

23 that and negotiate that, or talk ~ about tha t, but there would
' 24 Se some pretty fundamental reasons why something which now

23 gets a saf ety review does not in t 5 f uture, under the new

,

, . -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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I DAV/bc I scheme.

2 MR. GERMANN: Bu t we 'd s ti ll ge t O A.

3 M7. GILRAY: I think that's-the crux of your whole
~.

4 pre sen tation , isn't it ? You're simplifying it such that you

5 don't have to give the saf ety review?

6 MR . GERM ANN: That's basically right.

7 MR. TH07PE: .1 sit a minute , Ray, let him finish

8 the sentence because I think he's going to say words that I

V don't agree with when he gets to the end of the sentence.

10 MR. GILRAY: No. In the past, everything that's

:11 important b3 saf ety, you go through a saf ety review. Now,

12 in this presentation here and in the future everything

IJ important to saf ety will split off . Some will ge t a saf ety
' '

s- 14 review, some will not. Soth will get GA program review

15 though.

16- MR. GERMANN: That's correc t.

17 MR. nHITESEL: But we' will be able to justify

18 pretty fundamentally what that split is. And if we can' t,

.
'l9 then we've got to go back and do some more work.

20 Mo . GI LR AY : To keep your presentation fair, you
'

21 indicate that you don't have total agraement inhouse. I

22 yould hope you'd give some disadvantages to th,is which might
2a Se reflected by some of the people that- don't like it.

'e 24 MR. GEDM ANN: Right. Do you went to tackle that

25. one. Bob?

_ _ ._ _ ___ __ , _ _ . , _ . . . _ ,
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1 DAV/bc I (Laughter.)

J MR. SPRAUL What's your next slide?

3 (Laughter.)
-

4 MR. SPRAUL Disadvantages of implementing DCP.

,.
5 MR. GILRAY: The reason why I say that, I don't

6 see OA here. I'm interested in the OA involvement in the
7 decision process.

8 MR. WHITESEL: de met with Nick Kazantis yesterday
V af ternoon. Nick and I are colleagues. de both work for Bob

10 Long.. de spent a lot of time hashing this out. He's been

.11 involved in a lot of what we've~done. But, as you started

12 to state earlier , John, the impact on Nick's work is pre tty

la . minimal. The scope to which his program will apply does not
14 change .m

15 What we are trying to get is better discrimination

16 on that to which we apply the safety review process, . safety

17 evaluations, and the like.

18 VR. GER4 ANN: By the way, Nick isn't here but my

IV perception is that he's not one of the dissenters. He

2:) Selieve In the process and is going forward with it.

21 MR. WHITESEL: At the meeting last night , he

22 dictated Bullet 4 I copied almost exactly what he

2J dictated. He was one of the f our or five people that were
24 involved in the meeting that - got us to the point of moving--

2a sway f rom ITS and talking about what we're going to do with'
,

. .. .
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1 DAV/hc I it rather than what box we'd put it in.

2 Mrt . SCll4 AUSS : I think I could shed a little bit

J of Ilght in an answer towards, the question that you
4 presented. We have a third level of equipment

5 classification -- benefi ts, reac tor, shut-down , and I think

6 your question more nearly focuses on that category because
~

7 the important to saf ety stands pretty much as it was. And

8 we would apply just the OA in a very general sort of way, to

V answer your question, to the benefits reac tor shut-down

10 category of sof tware and hardware that rel ates to that

11 e q ui;> men t , things in the f eed water system as an example ,

12 and that ITS. Okay?

13 He need QA on that because thera are some

14 important functions that they provide to the plant. And so'-

15 I'd like to push that level back up a little bit and say

16 that the ITS is getting the treatment that i t ha s in the
,

17- past and we're trying to discriminate more caref ully in that

la grayer area below that.

IV- MR. GERMANN: Some of the obvious disadvantages, I

20 guess, it's 'a more_ complicated determination. Right now,

21 it's a heck of a lot easier just to say everything is ITS

22 and everything ge ts a safe ty review. It's a broader base of

25 required' understanding that perhaps we have now. More

*" 24 ceople are' going to need to be more involved in

25 understanding how we do things.
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i DAV/bc I If we just say s If you say to me this is ITS and-

ITS, and we start to have a d|(2 I say no, It's not, it's not

J di sagr ee me nt and I say to heck with it, it 's not worth
.

4 arguing about it, we'll put it in ITS.

6 In other worch , a couple of disadvantages are it's
6 a significa1tly more complicated system. It's more

7 cumbersome than the existing system.

8 4R . NELSON: I think it's worthwhile to reiterate
V 5ere something Ray mentioned earlier to try to keep us on

10 track. It's really f airly clear when it becomes

.11 documentation that's a ssociated with a piece of hardware,
12 the bar,dware is classified. That's not going to change by
IJ this process. And the sof tware being ' associated with the

s- 14 hardware determines its classification.
15 And what this process is really attenpting to
16 refine is Are those documents, records , procedures, what

17 have you, that lie outside that area of dealing directly
18 Eith hardware and, in general, what we ref er to as the
lv administrative type procedures and other such documents, and

20 as to whether or not those types of procedures would
21 necessarily require the full extent of the saf ety review

22 process.
,

24 '9. MI LHOA!!* Let me see if I can follow up on

24 th at and give en examole. You get changes in the vendor'-

25 manuals. ibw would the document control system handle

L..
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1. DAV/bc I chan jas to vendor manual s for ynor equipme nt in the plant?

e 41. GERAANN: I don' t know. That's not one of the

J things that we have yet processed through the instrument.
_.

4 So I don't know what we would do on the vendor manuals.

5- MR . SCH 4AU SS * R ay , I think I can address that'to

6 some extent. The vendor manul relates very specifically to

7 a piece of hardware. And the hardware is being classified

a by our component level GCL. activities.

9 A change to that vendor's manual is something

la that's produced by the vendor and submitted to the user for

.11 incorporation and updating of that manual. And that's an

12 ongoing process at this time at GPU. .and we would not

13 classify that change per se, in my percept ion, and try to

'' 14 run it through this process, to be something to just plug

15 into that manual. That manual status would stay as it now

16 is.-

17 If it's -a reactor coolant pump, we'd addre ss it as

18 a reac tor coolant pump. Maybe it's pressure boundary and

IV things like that, and not go through a classification and

20 judgment - process on the change i tself.

21 Now, if the change to that manual was a

22 nodification that the vendor is putting out and it was

2J 3a fety or saf ety-related equipment, then, again, i t would

''' 24 ge t our full-blown saf ety review as a plant modification.

25 Have I addre ssed your question?

. - _ . _ _. ,, - . . _
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I DA V/bc 1 #R. MILHOANs Let me say this. You're saying
'

2 you're going to plug in changes to the vendor manuals

J without review?
,,

.4, . 47. SCHM AU SS : No. I didn't say that. We wouldn't

5 run it through a saf ety review process if it was a simple

6 change to -- let's say, the vendor says change lubrication

7 f or this pump for a good reason. It would run through our

8 technical review proce ss per se in engineering. They'd ge t

9 -- a technical look at it. Plant engineering would probably

10 look at it and say. "Oh, never mind " then upgrade the

11 manual.

12. (S lide . )

13 MR. GERMANN8 Let me try to respond to that also.

'" 14 . At the risk of ge tting into very detailed --- I want to put

15 . this up here. This , now , it contains less text than the

16 actual thing.. which you're going- to see. But these are.some

17. of the kinds of things that would be asked with respect to

18 whether. or not -it would go through a saf ety review process
.

IV and whether or not it .would be in OA scope.

20 Is the _ document providing guidance to assure the

21 OCL class quality classification list -- and, again. this is

22, our graded acceptance of hardware' -- Class 1-N, which is our
.

23 designator for NSR. nuclear safety-related, at this time.

'' 24 systems, structures and components. Bear wi th me. Like l' 4

25 said, there's =a lot.of stuff in here that requires looking

,

$

, , ,---
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-1 DAV/bc I at the definitions, achieves the operational objectives.
'

2 My God. . the vendor manuals certainly do that on a

J piece of nuclear safety-related equipment, and get a saf ety
-

4 evaluation, in my. perception.

5 So what we're trying to do is we're going to be

-6 asking these questions on the documents that are flowing in
7 the numan -process from person to person. They're going to

3 he asked to conf ront these questions and their impacts on

V nuclear safety.

10 If that thing is on a piece of 1-N equipment and
_

.li there's a change to it, it's going to get a safe ty

; 12 e v aluation .

13 M7. MiITESEL: It may not be a very complicated-

. ,

s- 14 one, depending on what -the change was taking place. But

15 somebody will consciously think about what does this change
16 comprise.

17

18
,

IV
.

21 i
; !

22
.

2J

24--

25

,.
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| -DAVhur i MR. GERMAdN8 Why I hesitated, I can't remember if

2 the vendor manuals were specifically included in our list of

3 defined documents. We would certainly acknowledge that this

4 is going to be an evolving thing, also, but my response is
5 that if the document impacts on an NSR piece of equipment it

| 6 is keyed back in through this, and it gets a safety

7 evaluation, it goes through the safety review process and is
8 in OA.

9 MR. SCHWAUSS: I responded to your question on the

10 vendor manuals primarily on the program that was getting in
.I l place this past spring within GPU to upgrade the manuals,
12 and that was a process f or technical review to update,
13 incorporate, and bring the manuals up to today's current
14 level of technical acceptability.s-

15 At that point, a saf ety review of the contents of

16 those manuals was not part of that activity. It was a

17 technical combing of the material only. You swing it over

13 into a change, a modification, that we a,re going to change
19 bearing materials , pre ssurn boundary _ materials. That is an

20 entirely different question.

21 MR. GER'4 ANNs de built a resolution process into

22 It. Since obviously you can't cover specifically every
23 single piece of paper that one can think about, we have

'' 24 huilt a resolution process in. It is going in, taking a

25 piece of paper. He . thinks the thing ought to get a

_ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - - - - - -
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I DAVbur i safety evaluation, and his boss doesn't or the guy that he

2 15 dealing with doesn' t.

3 We have built in a procedure, a resolution process
_

4 for.that. Basically, the implementing approver has the

5 final decision with respect to the document if there are
,

6 di ff er en ce s.

7 That is all of the formal part t ha t we h ad.

3 Again, our f eeling is -- I talked about the overall GPUN

9 thing with the hardware and sof tware and tried to bring you

10 up to some understanding of at least our perception of the

.11 interf aces, talked briefly about the safety review proce ss,

12 looked at the evolution of the document classification

13 instruments and looked at some advantagas, f or which I

14 accept the castigation that there are ;also disadvantages.--

15 Ne again feel we can come to some ultimate

16 agreement with the NRC on this process, and we are trying to
,

17 seek some comments f rom you on the proce ss in this

18 f ormulation stage, reaction.

19 MR. WHITESEL: One question. F1,rst, Ted, is your

20 question _ answered, the one you tried to ask two o* three

21 times?
.

22 M7. ANK9U18 I don't think so.
,

23 4R. WHITESEL : It might be a agood idea to keep

24 dealing with that.'-

25 MR. ANKRUM8 The question I am trying to deal with
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1 DAVbur I here is what are we, the NRC, supposed to eb with this

2 eventually? Where does it relate to our regulatory

3
_

responsibilities, and where will we have to deal with it?

4 MR . WHITESEL: I wl.Il try and re spond to that.

5 Our thought had been -- at least mine has since I

6 have watched this go on -- that the ef fective answer to that

7 is nothing because it has been our ourpose at least once--

8 we determine that we could establish something that we

9 thought was technically sound and consistent with our

10 current commitments -- that it was something we could show

.11 you how we have gone from the four classifications of

12- hardware and the two classifications of the documents to
13 . this other system, where we have a bit more breskdown in our

N-
14 document classification, f ewer arguments , and more

-15 fundamental basis for that, and simply show you how we have

16 moved wi thout raising ques tions in your mind of, gee , you

I'l guys are abrogating your commitments, and since we think we

18 are doing that, that it may have next to no impact.

19 But we are very sensitive to make sure that when

20 we make moves that we make a elesr trail.

21 MR. ANKRU18 Okay. The first question I ssked

22 when we have to deal with something like this ist what is

23 the end product? What is the N70's end product?

''
24 I think I am beginning to undarstand why ~ia are

25 discussing this now.
,

.

i
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1 DAVhur i NR. VAN YLIET: I quess tha ultimata disposition
2 of this might be some sort of a 5059 evaluation by GPU,
3 which we could then review under our normal revisw proce s a
4 that the region goes through.

5 Is that the way you see this as we ll?

6 MR. THORPE: You are probably right.

/ MR. GILRAY: Wait a minute. You are still on the

8 licensing review process.

9 You indicated earlier that you were thinking of

10 chsnging your quality assuranca document. 04 program, to
11 reflect this?

12 MR. GERMANN: If we get a f avorable response

13 here. We wouldn't do that arbitrarily, clearly. That is

'' 14 one of the things that would have to be done were we to go
15 to this process. ,

16 WR. GILRAY: So I think .it is more than 5059.
17 MR. WHITESEL: That is where I think it really

18 would be. What is the impact on the O A program plan?

IV MR. GILRAY: That is right.

20 MR. WHITESEL: And how does that strike John?
21 That is a Nick and John operation, but it is more there than

22 it is 5059 .

23 MR. THORPE: Excuse me. Let me say there's two

'"

24 things we are looking at here. .ie ar e l oo king a t the QA

25 program, and we are -talking to Nick, and Nick indicated

.

. - - ., -. - - ,- --
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- l DAVbur I last evening that he thought when we finally got to
2 implementing these things he would have to make some minor

3 changes to t61s OA plan. That is why. I agreed with what you
,

4 said.

5 The second pPogram is the safety review process

6 that we had done before. We made e submittal, a tech spec

7. submittal, plus we made in our restart document for TMI --

3 we ,made some commitments, ah4 in the testimony at the

9 hearings we made some commitments.

10 What we sre saping how is we are taking these

.11 commitments and trping to make a program that is some.that

12 more flexible and efficient than the inalenentation program

IJ we now have in place; but we have every reason to believe .

N- 14 that the program we are designihg fulfills every cownitment

15 that we have made so f ar with respect to tech specs, with
16 respect to the restart program, wi th respect to the

17 testimony we gave dt the hearings.

is our ides ' o sharpen up the focus on these18 it t

19 items. de think we just do too many things now in the

20 safety review process for sof tware. We-P st think we are
21 doing more than 've really have to.

22 We think it is in unwise use of resources. We

2J think we may be detracting from where we could be looking at
'' 24 something really important to end up looking for something

25- not impor tant.

.

m.
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1 DAVhur || So wha t wn are trying to do is ';ot a more

2 e f fi cient program. But we are making every effort to assure

3 ourselves that we are within the bounds that we have already
-

4 de scribed to you.

5 MR. AdKRU'4 Now, I am beginning to understand

6 where we can fit into this proce ss. By the way. I think we

'

7 will all salute your objectives.

8 Let me describe something we are doing with

V Georgia Power in a readine ss review pilot program. A key
.

10 element in this -- and this, by the way, i s applied to the

.11 entire plant hardware process -- but thn first step is

12 Georgia Power .is breaking down, doing a work breakdown

IJ structure - for the pl an t, into a serias of discrete packages.

14 again hardware related, but the concept still works.'-

15 Within each of those packages, Georgia Power is

16 compiling a list of what they believe to ha their

II commitments and NRC's regulations. They are then assessing

18 whether or not what they have done conform s to -- this is a

19 self-assassment -- conforms to those commitments and the

20 regulatory requirements.

21 They are then submitting that to us and saying:

22 do you agree with, A, what wa, under our understanding of

23 the commitments and requirements, which is a very incortant

'' 24- elements B, do you agree that we have in f ac t ne t this

25 package we are presenting to you, saying we have dona th e
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1 DAVbur .I following things t do you 3 gree we have complied with the:

2 .coimi*ments and the regulations?

3. I think we can cross that a little bit over to
.-

4 what you are doing now. You are changing your proce ss. You

6 are not going to go to do some things that you have been

6 doing for what appear to you to be good and sufficient

7 reasons.

8 I would suggest the way to pre se nt tha t to us is

9 to say , here is what we are committed to do. By regulation

10 and by commitment, essentially assemble what you believe to

il be the' full panoply of requirements and co7mitments to be in

12 this particular area.

13 And the P07C process is your point' of departure, I
.

14 believe?s_

15 M7. THORPE: t4o, the saf ety review proce ss. 51 5 o

16 has the basic responsibility has been established and hes

17 Seen approved, and we are doing business in that f ashion.

id .6 are one step beyond the PORC.

19 M9. ANKRUM: That is your basis then. All

20 right. .That is your point of departure. I guess I should

21 say.

22 Then having described what yo J believe to be your

23 commitments and requirements in this area, then to say, now,

24 this is what we are doing and this is how w59t we are doing--

25 conforns with o'Jr requirements and our commitments and we
,
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l' DAVbur I c 3uld agree to the two. da could 'agrae to t A 've a gree

2 that these are all the commitments we have under our
3 requirements, and we agrae with your conclusion that you are

--

4 now meeting all those commitments and requirements.
5 M7. THORPE: I would suggest one thing. It is

6 incumbent upon us to do something of that form that you are
7 .tust describing to assure ourselves that we are doing just
d what we said we are doing, that our new process, while being
9 more e fficient, is still meeting those requirements. So you

L 10 had better list the requirements and make sure we are doing
11 'that.

12 So, you know, I can agree that tnat is something
13 we are going to have to do. Now how we ge t to that in the

14 flow of things. I gue ss we are open to suggestions right.--

15 now.

16 ne have satisfied ourselves that there is not --
17 that we are aiming this thing not to have changes in
13 commitments and changes of the tech specs for the simple
IV -reason that we have already made these commi tments. They

2) have all been testad in the crucible of the public arena,
21 and you know, we don't want to start that orocess over

22 again.
.

2J So we are trying to figure out the best'wiy to,

24 go.v

25 FR. AilKRU:At I see the usefulness to first
,

.

e
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1 DA Vbur I cataloging what we he!Iava the requiramant s to be . lod then
2 assessing whether or not your program maets those
J' requirements.

-

4 So if we agree on that as being a useful way to
6 address the problem, then how do we insert it into the
'6- mechanism is the next question you are asking.
7 M9. nHITESELi Let me ask a question and sae if I

8 unders tand.

Y One of the -simplest ways you can describe that,
10 you can say -- and I am only throwing this out as an

.11 example -- all the stuff that goes through the saf ety review
'

12 pr oce ss -- not a ll , a lo t of i t -- i s ba se d on t he k i n ds o f
'

.

14 procedures listed in Appendix A to peg Guide 133. .ie could
N- 14 say ' for the sake of argument that is the commitment.-

15 Suppose , then, as we went through developing this
16 logic some specific line .some tyoe of procedure or document
17' that is in Appendix A by the new classification process no

-ionger was going to go through the safety raview process,-18

19 and these were our reasons why.

20 ?JR . Ai4XRU4 : Then we would have to assess your
21 reasons why and agrae with your reasoning or disagree.
22 'M. THo?PE: But. Sob. that is basicelly coming up.

2J with a new commitment.
'- 24 M7. LiHITESEL: Yes. That is coming uo with a new

25 co mmi tme n t.

L
. ._ -
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'l' DAVhur i M7. THORPE: And, you know, wa <ould invn to t hink

J long and hard to do that because it would be probably harder
J |to justify it than to do the review by an order of

-

4 magnitude. >

o M7. riHITESEL: I don't understand the mechanics of
6 what Ted was talking about.

7 M9. AtlKRU t What I am driving to is, first let's

8 agree on what it is you are required to do , then decide

9 whether or not you are doing that. I want to lay s baseline

10 down to begin with and say we are aoplying this very

11 broadly when I say we are deciding what are the

12 commitments.
,

13 So what if we. all agreed to what Georgia Power has

14 agreed to do? It is a rether significant step to tate, buts,

13 I think it also works in this rather more limited aspect as

16 we ll . '

17 Let's agree on what you are committed to and then

18 assoss whether or not you have met those commitm?nts -with

V IV the new program.

20 M9. VAN VLIET: I think there are a number of

21 thresholds to thi s thi ng . The first situation wou1W be.th.at
,

22 If t5e licensae is. convinced that he is in comollance with
2J the regulation and the tech specs he can do whatevar he

24 wants. He does a 5059 and draws out his conclusions. That--

25 is tne end of it.
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i DAVbur i The region then gets a list of these, and they
2 decide which one they are going to look at in better

J detali.
-

4 Sometin.... o f course , if the ' licensee is not quite

5 sure -- and in this case i t might be advisable -- he writes

6 to us saying this is what we have done s we think it is a

1 5959 determinations if you have a problem with that or need

8 any information, let us know.

9 That might be worthwhile in this case 5ecause then

10 It makes it all publicly available inf ormation, and there is

.11 no question about it.

12 UR. ANKRUM: Now, you are addressing the question

la of how do we insert this into our p,rocess.
14 John?"

15 MR. GILRAY8 Here is my feeling. Picking up from

16 what the presentasion was talking about. It looks like you
17 want to purge from the O A topical report "important to

IS saf e ty . "

19 You don't?

20 ifR. THORPEi No. As f ar as software is concerned.
21 we are going to handle , in the same f ashion as we always

22 aave , the two categories. MSR and ITS. They are still

23 together, and they are still going to be done just the way
'~ 24 t5ey were.

29 Now, we have gone over -- now va are doing work on

. __ . _ _ _ -
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I~'DAVbur I that. .1 a are doing some things tnet would not in a

.? ;tringent look at those categories f all in to those

J c a te go rie s . We are doing more than we have to. de are
'

4 trying to back off so that we are back getting towards that
' ' '

5 line.

6 But we are not taking anything that is important

7 to safety and not giving it a safety review. That is why I

d wanted you'to finish your sentenca before. That is what I

v . thought you were saying.

- 10 MR. GILRAY: I didn't review it lately, bJt I

11 thought your QA topical report clearly identifies that the

12 . 3 A program applies to all items import ent to saf ety. You

13 then provide methodology for determining what is important

14' to safety.
m

IS No w , I would think that you would com.e in and

16 revise tha t topical, explaining about the saf e ty review.

17 The methodology would kick it into the safety review, but

IS still under the QA program. The methodology then kicks it

IV .into a nonsaf ety. review, still under the GA program.

20 M9. VAN VLIET: Does t51 s Q A topic al report --

21 VR . - GE94 A tlN Is that tha operational QA plan?

22 147. PIORPE: Yes.

2J M7. GILRAY: That is the 'hasis f or obtaining a

24 license,- and there are some extra goodles in there over and
,,

e 26 above the regulations because of the TVI accident. That

z.
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1 DAVbur I criteria is one of the reasons why you are commi tted to

d "impor tant to saf e ty ."
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= l' DAVhw I. M1. VAN VLIET: Is that a document we normally

2 review prior to their making a change to it?
~

J !AR. GILRAY . Yes.

4 MR. VAN VLIET: Then the way the system would play

5 out is - that you, GPU, wouldn't be able to make that 5059

6 de termin a tion . It would kick them into the arens of having

7 to provide something- f or our soproval, but that's not what

8 they're saying.

9 'AR. THORPE: I'm not sure that's exactly right.

10 The safety review proce ss per se, the on e wa talked about,

il . is tied into OA to some degrae, but it's also independent of -

12 it.in some degree. I think what we think we're doing is,

- 13 we're adjusting the part that is independent to JA. iiick is_

14 looking at the 3A. plan. It was his opinion last evening,

15 and you know, he 's bae n , in the .ye ar and a half that this

16 nas been going, he's been too -- i f it toa k some changes ,

17 th=y would be relatively changes to the QA program.

Id Now what that means I'm not sure , because I'm not

IV- f amiliar with the OA program. Tne saf ety review proce ss per

20 se , which is done by non-0A ceople , was put toge ther. and it

21 was written up in tne re start report. It was made a tech
22 . spec-change, included with the organization and the like.

- 23 That's somewhat indeoendent of the OA manual.--

24 That's what we think we're a ttempt ing to change. An9 t;i a t 's

23 why we think we could do a 5059 there. But it's obvious
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1 DAVbw I that we'll have your agreement tha t we're qoing in the right
2 llrection hnfore we do it. I me9n, not a formalized

J agreement , but everybody will know what we're doing. So you
_

4 won't be hollering stop, halfway through the night

6 so me t i me .,

6 M1. VAN VLIET I guess your point is that if ther

7 is a change that's required to the program plan, that you'd
d have to look at that and see whether that works outt is that
9 it ?

10 M7. GILRAY: Yes.

.11 M1. GE94 ANN: There's two things, at least, that

12 I'm hearing here , and we keep mixing them up. This is one

IJ of the problems with this, and it easily hsppens, because we

14 keep doing it ourselves.s_

I

IS (Slide.) <

16 We keep mixing in the hardware requirements and
il the software requirements. In one case, we might be talking
18 about what the commitment is with respect to hardware. Then

19 ve automatically assume it applies to the sof tware or

20 some thing . There is a separability there, really. So if

21 you make no changes to the QA program that's here, and this

22 is coupled to that progr97 then t he imp 90t is, going to be
23 isry much diff erent than if you make chinges to the basic

24 thing that drives the hardware.w
.

25 I guess all I'7 saying is. I'm trying to aid the

. _ _ _
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- 1- DAVhw I perspective that it's vary elsy to mix t50 thou15ts of

2 hardware -and the sof tware.

J Ne have to be sensitive to that when we're trying-

-

4 .to go through this.

5 M7. ANKRU'4: Let me lay out a po ssible scenario.

6 You perform a 5:)5V evaluation. In our evaluation.
- 7 it takes the form of first deciding what you believe your

d commitments to be. Then an assessment of whether or not
9 you've continued to meet those commitments. -Then you .se nd

10 that to us and say, we've performed a 5059 evaluation. de

|| 5elieve there are no changes. We then review. .ie may or
l'

12 may not elect to reviaw in detail your conclusion and one of

13 the first questions we would come to.- because we would

14 hounce this into the licensing section. One of the firsts-

15 questions we would ask is. how does this changa the GA

16 program. We would ask that question. We'd come hac'k and we

17 would say, we naed the answer. . .ve naed additional

19 information f rom you. How does this impac t the 1A program?

19 You would come back with a statement that says it
'

20 doens't impact the QA -progran, or thes a . are the changes we '

.21 now proposa to the OA program, as a result of. .fe woulef

22 then look at the whole package together. That,'s a possible

2J scenario that I think picks up all the various pieces that

'- 24 fit into this thing and also serves the ourcose you're

25 af ter , which is, you're looking for. It's like en IRS
1

.

_ . _ _ . _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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- 2 DAVhw I private letter ruling;
"

2 (La ugh ter. )

3 M1. ANKRU48 You went an advance determinetion
4 _

4 before you invest a pound of flesh in this kind of

5 procedure.

6 M9. TH07PE: This is not unknow to us. We have

7 done this before on several things. When you ge t somewhere

d -near that magic dividing line or believe that somebody's
,

9 Joing to perceive that you're near the line, it's e smart

~10 thing to do.

.11 MR. Ai4KR d!A t I have sympathy with your motives.

12 VR. MILHOAN8 I think you'd have to take a careful .

IJ look at you.- QA plan & because you are committed, I believe.

14 to Reg Guido 1.33 and the NI8;7 document which does-

15 encompass the safety review process. So you'd have to look

16 at that very closely;

17 MR. Ti103 pet It's otfr understending at the monent

18 tnet the process we're establishing will still comply with

IV Reg Guide 1.33. eie recognize that as being one of the

20 limitations we v4 got to live with.

21 MR; !41LH004: I thought earlier you were divorcing

22 it f rom the UA plan. but I don't think you can.do th9t

2J hecause of your commitments.

24 M7. WHITES EL : Thet's wnera the linkage really--

26 11. In the 9A plan you make those commitments to describo
(

- _. . _. . .. . ..-. - - - - .
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I DAV6w I . the safe ty review process, even thouah it qoas on, whether

J there's OA people involved or not. TSat's the-link,

c J. MR. THORPE: i1e've also made that commitment
w

4 el sewhere , and more pr edomin sntly, at least in our opinion.

5 At least because it was done --

6 MR. t4!LHOA:1 -- in the te c h s pe cs .

7 MR. THORPE: And in the hearings.

8 MR. ANKRU48 Do I soeak for the people here. when

9 I say what we have now is not anything to which we can

10 react, but what we have just been talking about for the last

il five minutes is how you would presdnt some thing to us to

12 which we could react?

13 MR. THORPE: ne ll, we , vould expe ct . If we made
'

|* such a presentation as that, then we would get an officials.

15 answer back from you that says, yes, we agree with you, with

16 what you said, or we disagree, and if you winted to

17 implement something like this, you'd have to do the

id f o llowing.

-19 MR. ANK9UM: Yes. If it came in the door, you'd

20 get an official answer back.

21 MR. lW I TESEL : .fe're not at that stage. It's only.

22 now, af ter an hour and a half of this. tha t th,is ma'<es
2J sense.

24 Our chief concern was the conceot we're working on%-

25 trying -to gat hetter discrimination of the classification

_ _ _ . . _ ._
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i DAVbw I process. If one of you-all were to jumn up and say, hey,
1 th it's absolutely crazy. f or the following reasons , we'd

;

J really want to know those now. And I'd like to think that--
j

4 since we haven't heard those , that at least the concept tht
5 we're working on and the goal we're pursuing is something
6 that seems reasonable to you, and we need to get down to the

7 details before you can give us a f ormal re sponse.

8 MR. Af4KRUM8 I didn't see anything, frankly, that

V I would jumo up and down and say, My God, what are you

10 do ing?
'

11 Does anybody else have that feeling?

12 (iio re sponse. )

13 All right, but I do feel that there's nothing here

14 that I can react to, and that's why I'm saying, give me your-

15 opinion of what it is that you think you're committed to and

16 then a description of what you're doing and how it fits what

17 y ou're commi tted to do. I t's your pro gr em . It's your

IB proposal. You'd like to get a reading from us rather than

IV having an inspector coming in and find sonet51ng.
20 (Laughter.)

21 M?. THORPE 8 You'd better believe it!

22 M1. A;1XRIH8 I'm saying, okav. yoJ do the homework

2J on this and present it to us, essentially. .ie're not go ing

N- 24 to dig for your commitments and co33Mra them to your

25 program. I'm saying to you, you present to 'Js whet you

L
__. .
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1. DAVbw I believe those commitments to he and we'll pass on tnit. Ani
' 15 ' ' you will ge t is similar to an IRS private letter.

J ruling...

_

4 Af?. NELSON: You had mentioned bef ore about Reg
5 Guide 1. 33, Appendix A and ANSI N18.7. Historically, this

6 has always been somewhat of a bone of contention as to pick
7 a given procedure from a given plant, and is that procedure
3 really encompassed by the requirenents or Reg Guide 1.33 and
Y - ANSI ill8.7.

10 I think there's always some question in certain

.I l areas. Ce rt ainl y . If there is no question and if you have a
,12 clear def inition of all -those requiremen ts . I'd like to see

13 those, but that's part of our reason for hesitancy in-

s_- 14 jumping into this thing with both feet right away, is that

15 we believe there is some interpretation of the requirements
16 of Reg Guide 1.33 and how they soply.

17 MR. MILHOAN: That's why Ted's plan of action

18 makes' good sense. You were the ones listing the

19 requirements and the commitments initially. You get your

20 shot.

21- M7. THO9PE: I aopreciata the words, especially
22 the last f ew minuts. I think wa've crystellized where

2d everybody appears to believe we are. ,de've got to go heck

s- 24 and produce -the documentation of the claim we've ma fe. 'and

23 we ' think we have a method of presenting it to you. so you
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3 DAVhw I can then make a judament on it. And I think we do h1ve some
2 f ool. f or where you think some of tha hard areas would be.

3 .ie've got to give special attention to that. I apprecia te
w

4- that very much.

5 M7. VAN VLIET I need some help fron IE right
6 now.

7 H5at is the division of responsibility between NRR

S and I&E for these kinds of matters?
9 MR. ANKRUM8 I f it's QA, it's ours.

10 MR. MILHOAN: I f i t's OA , it's ours , but ok ay.
Il ne've approved t5e report, okay. So the regions --

12 MR. GILRAY: .No, the license hasn't been issued.

13 4R. MILHO AN So it would still be an J9R. I&E
14 licensing matter. They would write to NRR. NRR would send%-

IS It over to IE.

16 MR. VAN VLIET So you say the license has not

17 been i ssued. Which license is that?

18
~

MR. GILRAY: T11 1.

19 MR. VAN VLIET The TVI I has a license. It just

'20 so happens, they're under Commission order at this coint.

21 MR. GILRAY: Under that juri sdic tion . I would

22; Imagine that any changes to the .34 program wou}d be reviewed

23 by I&E.

24 MR. ANKRUM: T5e question we're dealini with right--

'

2o now is not the question you asked. You said, wSst's the

i
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2 DAVhw I division been NRR and IE?

2 That's an easy question to answer. Consider the
J JA Branch to he an NRR hranch .for licensing ourposes. Okay?

-

4 MR. VAN VLIET What I'm trying to do --

5 MR. ANKRUM: We've got another problem. Depending

6 on where we are in the licensing process responsiblity f or
7 review and approval, the changes in OA programs is with the
S. regions, rather than at he adquarters.

Y MR. MILHOAN So it's beyond URR in that case.

10 MR. VAN'VLIET I understand thi s is easy, but I'm

.I 1 having trouble!

12 (Laughter.)

13 Tnen I guess this is a matter that GPU would
_

14 initiate through the regions.s.

:

IS MR. ANKRUM: No. In this casa , because it is TMI

16 1, unless the region objects, I think the' region would def er
17 to us on this particular plant, if there is a change to this

18 OA program.

19 MR. VAN VLIET: The licensae would ' Initiate
20 through~IE.

.

21 "R. MILHOAN: It would initiate through N79,
*

22 because we are treated for this review purpose, just as
-23 another-branch of N79.

24 MR. VAN VLIET Send it to NRR.s-

25 MR. AdKRUA You. as the PM, bounce 1t to .us. We
~'

_ . _ -
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1 DAVbw I crepire any findings and we send it back to NRR for

2 signature.

3 MR. VAN VLIET All right. I unders tand.
-

4 MR. THORPE: You got that now?

5 MR. GERM AN.'4 That was e esy!

6 MR. VAN VLIETs It's _ been a long day.
7 (Laughter,)

d Any other comments?

Y MR. NAPUDA s I only have one. That is the

10 _ mechanics. On the 5055, they would chaqge their QA program
11 description as previously aoproved by IE. 03, AV. Then

12 there are three ways to go. If you're changing the

13 commitment so that it's less conservative, they would have
s; 14 to come to Region 1 first.

.

16 If 1t's .an organizational change , they have 90..

16 days to tell us about it. If they consider, which they've
,

17 said here 'for an hour and said it does not change or . degrade
18 the program. then they would do it on an an1ual basis. Once

.

19 it would come into us, then, in sccordance with 'what Ted

20 mentioned, we - would go under our system of TAC --

21 MR. A!4XRUtf 8 Tha t's W5at we were just tsikling

22 ab ou t .
,

2J MR. NAPUDA: --- and ref er. I t to headquarters.

'- - 24 MR._ANKRUM8 This is a change to an existing OA

25 program..

.
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Deterministic Methodology For Classification of Documents
(Alternative #7))

| _
i DOCUMENT I

D

,

is D ITS by being a document which:
,

A. Is en the ADM 1291.01 Review and Approval Matris. YES
ANO -

8. Provides specific technical and operational guidance for a structure. system et
component (SSC) classified as 1 er IN en the QCLI

N0 or , , UNSURE

is 0 NITS by being a document which is either a:

A. Policy because it has precedures implementing it.

YES OR
.

8. Administrative precedure that does not provide technical guidance.-

OR
C. Oscument which provides specific technical guidance for a SSC classified 2 or NA en the

QCi?_

N0 or , , UNSURE

The following criteria shall be used to classify D. The determination shall be reviewed by an RTR/ISR
and should aise he reviewed by a QCL/ACL interpreter. ls D a:

f 1.- Procedure which provides specific technical guidance for a QCL Class IN SSC.

2.- (a) Precedure which provides specific technical guidance for a QCL Class 1 SSC; orNO YES
% to perform maintenance and surveillance of a QCL Class IN or 1 SSC er to %

control occupational espesures within 10CFR20. limits.

- (b) Administrative precedure which provides saceptance/ rejection criteria er other
spesific technical guidance for 3.arforming activities that verify the operability
of a QCL Class IN or 1 SSC: or controlling occupational espesures within

| 10CFR20 limits?

!-
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%
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FIGURE 4

GPUN DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION PROCESS FLOW CHART - REV 5

) UMEN
D
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1000 ADM.129101.
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OR
3C. Administrative procedure whch provides specife technical guidance for the performance of YES

signihcant activities which venfy: (a) that OCL Clas IN or 1 structures, systems or components"
will n eet their operatonal obrectrves or (b) the methods used to control occupational exposures
to workers within the hmits of 10CFR20. The venficaten guidance should provide acceptance
entena the bases for making ventcation judgements and the specife steps reeded lor disposi-
tionmg. (00L 2)? OR

3D. Administratrve procedure which provides entical operational rnanagement controls that specify
the process by whch plant operatens are to be performed in a manner that is hkely to assure
that OCL Crass IN or 1 structures, systems and components will meet their operational ob ec- Vl
tives. (00L 2)?

NO OR t UNSURE Goes Through
Safety Review

is D a: Process and is
| 4A. Document which provides operational or specific technical guidance that is essential to assure in QA scope
| 4 OCL Class 2 structures, systems or components to achieve their operational oblectives. (00L 3)?

OR
l

4a Administrative procedure or plan whch provides entical 6dministrative controls that specify the
process by which othe- documents or activities are to be generated or performed in a manner
that is hkoty to assure that activities are proceduralty comphant such that the structures, system
or components they relate to will meet their operatonal oblectives. (00L 3)?

' Document desent>ng the trammg program c ntent and quahficatens requirements for person- I' j4C.

nel authonzed to perform operations associated with OCL Class 1N or 1 systems, structures B
and components (00L 3)? Go Th4

g, p

NO OR f UNSURE
""

! * Is D a:
UNSURE

SA. Document which provides: operanonal or specihc technical cu: dance for those structures,
systems or cornponents classified as NA on the OCL: or for routmo maintenave and

~

I surveillance procedures for CCL Class 2 or NA structures, systems or components. (00L 4)? Does Not Go
i OR Through Safety

SR Policy plan or procedure whch provides only admmistrative guidance on the progwation, flow. Review Process
generei content or distnbution of other documente? This document may include discretionary ac. and is Not in
ton or be discretenary in nature. (00L 4) QA Scope

OR
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